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HOW WE UNLOCK VALUE

A bank in Uganda to focus on its competitive advantage
We advised the board of a top five bank in Uganda on an improved strategy, 

based on a market and internal assessment. Our strategy and financial forecasts 

highlighted the need for a refocus on the bank’s existing competitive advantage 

and related investment. 

How to become a universal bank in Ghana
Genesis advised a Ghanaian financial institution on the viability of becoming a 

universal bank. The client used our analysis to develop its Africa go-to-market 

strategy for vehicle asset finance products.

A new vehicle finance strategy for a tier-1 South African bank
Our client had misdirected its previously successful vehicle finance division and 

needed to claw back market share. We worked with our client to change their 

strategic direction, and provided the analysis and financials needed to obtain 

internal buy-in and investment.

We assisted a bank to go mobile faster
A large Pan-African bank asked us to analyse the mobile-banking market in South 

Africa and to craft initiatives for rapid adoption to achieve its aggressive growth 

targets. The market was sized and propensity models were used to identify early 

adopter profiles. The client reached the target of one million customers seven 

months before schedule.

Physical cash management is overhauled
We analysed trends and competitors in the cash-in-transit business for a tier-1 

South African bank that faced cost pressure in its physical cash management 

operations. We also reviewed international trends, competition implications for 

the various operational options, and conducted a geographical and distance 

analysis to optimise the location of cash centres. Based on our work, the bank 

adopted a new model with cash-in-transit companies and rationalised excess 

capacity in its cash centres.
FOR MORE INFO & CREDENTIALS >READ MORE >

WE HAVE EXPERTISE IN

MARKET ENTRY & GROWTH STRATEGY
We provide our clients with practical insights into new markets - on a country or 

segment level - or deeper understanding of their existing markets. Our ‘outside-in’ 

approach to strategy, delivering a solid understanding of competitors, regulation 

and industry trends, draws on our economics expertise and gives our clients a 

unique perspective on market opportunities. 

STRATEGIC PLANNING
Based on our client’s aspirations, we analyse the market and work with our clients 

to develop a strategy that is rooted in external opportunities. Our strategies take 

into account internal capabilities and existing competitive advantage. We also 

look at capability investment required – time, effort and money – to realise the 

opportunities. The financial models and projections we develop form the basis 

for target setting. We often recommend an implementation plan and performance 

metrics, which we develop with our clients and their management teams, to ensure 

strategy execution.

Rooted in a strong economics background, our approach to strategy is 

classical in orientation taking into account industry and market structure, 

competition and value chain analysis. Our 20+ consultants use our strong 

financial and analytical skills to model possible outcomes; and business skills 

to match market opportunity to our client’s current and future capability. 

Our team has been involved in financial services strategy in Africa for over 

20 years, while the unit has completed over 500 assignments.  
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HOW WE UNLOCK VALUE

Private Equity invests in debt-management
Genesis played a crucial role in the partnership between South Africa’s largest debt-

management company and an international private equity firm. Our work determined the 

potential growth of the industry as well as its risks, and was instrumental in influencing the 

decision to invest.

Supporting investment in SA’s credit services industry
An established private equity investor asked Genesis to assess the strategies of two major 

South African credit service businesses – a credit bureau and a leading data-marketing services 

provider – as part of their buy-and-build investment into the industry. We assessed the growth 

trajectories of the businesses individually and collectively to determine their attractiveness. 

On the basis of our work, both acquisitions were completed.

Raising capital in the Ghanaian banking industry
Genesis was asked to assist a tier-2 bank in Ghana in their capital raising strategy. We 

completed a demand-side analysis to identify potential investors and compiled a detailed 

pitchbook which covered the macroeconomic aspects of the Ghanaian economy. We also 

conducted an in-depth analysis into the banking sector and a comprehensive motivation of 

the bank’s market position and future prospects to soliciting investment.

Synergy analysis leads to data-marketing acquisition 
Genesis was retained by an international private equity firm to conduct a commercial due 

diligence of a South African data-marketing services business. A synergy/benefits analysis 

showed how the business would unlock value for the primary entity. This formed the basis 

upon which the business was bought and rolled up into the broader credit business.

Strategic due diligence on debt-management purchase
Genesis conducted a strategic due diligence of a South African debt-management company 

for an international private equity firm. Our report determined the attractiveness of the 

investment and was instrumental in the decision to buy.

FOR MORE INFO & CREDENTIALS >

WE HAVE EXPERTISE IN

INVESTMENT ADVISORY SERVICES
We are geared for financial services participants that require 

additional capital as well as investors looking for opportunities. We 

assist our clients with tailored market assessments and develop 

recommendations on the most appropriate options available.

COMMERCIAL AND STRATEGIC DUE DILIGENCE
We partner with investors to offer advice on whether the target 

is a suitable investment option. Our approach combines rigorous 

external and internal strategic and financial analysis with significant 

senior management engagement to develop an objective view of the 

targeted business’s future growth path and infer the potential value 

of the investment.

Founded upon our extensive market experience, we unlock 

value for investors and businesses by providing objective, 

insights and valuable strategic input into the capital-raising 

and investment journey. 
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HOW WE UNLOCK VALUE

Investment banking opportunity in 14 African markets 
Genesis provided a large Pan-African bank a demand-side analysis, plus investment banking deal 

and balance sheet share. We also conducted an opportunity assessment for the key sectors in 14 

African markets. The purpose was to inform the bank’s investment banking strategy and operating 

model. The key findings of each country study was used to confirm country’s budgets and stretch 

targets.

Africa market opportunity analysis for a global card acquirer
Genesis identified market opportunities in sub-Saharan Africa in eight countries for a global point-

of-sale manufacturer. This covered traditional, mobile, value added and ticketing sales opportunities. 

A delivery approach was determined with the client which matched existing capabilities to 

opportunities to ensure appropriate return on investment, while building capacity for high-value 

opportunities. 

A new proposition to entice up-and-coming Namibians
Our client’s customer base was aging and presented a risk to the long-term financial health of the 

bank. Our client had also lost its prime position in the local market and needed to rebuild its market 

share. We helped to identify the future high earners for the bank and craft a current and to-be value 

proposition so as to entice and retain these customers during their customer life-cycle 

Digital banking potential customers quantified and identified 
Our client in South Africa, a tier-1 bank, had recently brought together all digital platforms into 

one department. The new head was keen to understand current versus potential penetration. Our 

analysis showed that potential for digital usage uptake across all platforms, from their existing client 

base, was significant. Our review of competitors penetration brought home the gap. We were also 

able to analyse which clients should be targeted with which platform/s and what would attract these 

customers. 

Improving access to financial services
By studying the impediments to effective competition in mobile money markets, we were able to 

advise our client on ways to improve access to financial services. The study was conducted across 

India, Bangladesh, Kenya and Nigeria.

FOR MORE INFO & CREDENTIALS >

WE HAVE EXPERTISE IN

MARKET ANALYSIS
We identify opportunities and threats within existing and new 

markets. 

COMPETITIVE POSITIONING
We assist our clients to understand their market position, 

relative to their competitors and market and industry trends. 

SEGMENTATION
We develop pragmatic segmentation strategies to ensure 

efficiency and that our clients are best placed to create value. 

Our strength is in our ability to synthesise large volumes of 

data into clear, usable customer insights to inform strategy. 

VALUE PROPOSITION 
DEVELOPMENT AND EXECUTION
We work with our clients to define, develop and implement 

distinct value propositions at corporate, business unit and 

segment level.  

Our job is to understand the industry dynamics of our 

clients and their competitors. Our approach focuses on 

understanding supply-side and demand-side issues to 

uncover potential gaps which our clients can then use to 

develop winning strategies.
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Model for a new retail arm of a South African bank
We developed an operating model for a proposed new retail start-up of an existing South 

African bank. We were able to assist our client in the creation and delivery of the retail-

centric arm of the bank. 

New operating model to deliver on bank’s marketing strategy
A South African bank had transformed its marketing strategy. However execution was 

delayed due to existing silos and entrenched marketing practices. We proposed an 

innovative ‘way of working’ which overlaid the current bank structure and reporting lines. 

We workshopped the proposal with the marketing team to determine an implementation 

plan and areas to pilot the new approach. Our client is continuing with the project. 

Insurance business-model review unlocks innovation 
We reviewed the feasibility of an innovative, vertically integrated business model for a 

South African financial services and insurance provider. Our client wanted to connect an 

independent distribution network to a large investment product range and manufacturing 

capability. Our recommendations enhanced the business model and formed an integral 

part of the subsequent model design.

New costing model for top-tier SA bank
A top-tier South African bank, under increasing cost pressure, asked us to relook the 

costs of its shared services and the allocation methodology. We developed a revised 

cost-recovery model that enabled operations and product management to immediately 

understand their costs better, to take control of their costs and make informed business 

decisions. The new costing model will be implemented fully in 2017.

FOR MORE INFO & CREDENTIALS >

WE HAVE EXPERTISE IN

BUSINESS MODEL ADVISORY
We assist our clients to make strategic business-model choices in 

response to shifting market conditions.  

OPERATING MODEL DESIGN
Complementary to our business-model advisory is understanding the 

intersection between a client’s current capabilities, the market context 

of Africa and the capabilities required to deliver on new opportunities.

CAPABILITIES MAPPING
Based on our clients strategy and business-model objectives, we define 

required capabilities and provide investment advisory support as they 

consider whether to build, buy or partner to build these capabilities.

COST ALLOCATION MODELS
We review, design, build and implement activity-based cost allocation 

models ensuring that our clients can effectively track profitability across 

their organisation. Our approach involves a combination of engagement 

with stakeholders and independent data analysis to link costs to specific 

activities and relevant cost-drivers.

We apply structured thinking to what business and operating 

models are best suited to the African context, so that our clients 

are able to deliver on their strategies.

BUSINESS & 
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HOW WE UNLOCK VALUE

Stress test for Bank of England submission
Genesis assisted a tier-1 South African bank with the co-ordination and 

production of their stress-testing submission to the Bank of England. 

The stress-testing exercise, a key regulatory requirement, analysed 

all risks impacting both the balance sheet and income statement. 

Its objective was to ensure financial institutions are sustainable and 

remain a going concern under extreme stress events.

Risk assessment for the IFC
The International Finance Corporation asked us to conduct a 

risk assessment of ‘alternative distribution channels’ across four 

institutions in Kenya, Ghana, DRC and Tanzania. We used a risk 

assessment framework to plot key operational and implementation 

risks faced by these organisations. The Genesis team conducted in-

country workshops and used four case studies documenting risks and 

provided lessons on mitigating these risks.

GIPS implementation for tier-1 SA bank
Genesis was commissioned by a large South African bank to perform 

a Global Investment Portfolio Standards (GIPS) assessment and 

implementation for the bank’s private clients division. We provided 

guidance on GIPS requirements and on performing a gap analysis. 

We also assisted with implementation of solutions to ensure GIPS 

compliance.

Insights tool on the cost of regulation 
We developed an indicative cost of regulation model for the South 

African banking sector to demonstrate how the bank regulations 

created a regulatory cost across specific products. The model, which 

was published by the Banking Association of South Africa, was used as 

a tool to educate stakeholders on the cost of regulation as prescribed 

in the Banks Act. 

FOR MORE INFO & CREDENTIALS >

WE HAVE EXPERTISE IN

CAPITAL MANAGEMENT
We ensure our client’s capital is in line with the requirements of the regulators, reviewing 

and analysing internal assessment of the level of risk being taken, the expectations of the 

rating agencies and debt-holders as well as the returns expected by shareholders.

ENTERPRISE RISK MANAGEMENT
We provide a structured approach – aligning strategy, processes, people, technology and 

knowledge – to integrate risk management effectively across our client’s risk universe, 

business units and operating divisions, geographical locations and legal entities.

CYBER SECURITY AND DIGITAL RISK
We identify potential areas of vulnerability and then develop appropriate counter measures. 

We assist banks in keeping up with the revolution in how people spend, manage and borrow 

money.

REGULATORY ADVISORY
We identify the synergies and overlaps between existing and planned regulatory programmes 

to reduce cost and Increase overall delivery efficiency, while removing operational instability.

CONDUCT RISK
We assist our clients in identifying meaningful, forward-looking metrics and data-gathering 

techniques to inform necessary management action.

The ever-increasing volatility and complexity around financial markets have created 
on-going downside risk for financial institutions. Without a strong understanding 
of the risk factors, combined with robust management methodologies, financial 
institutions are virtually guaranteed to lose money. For select engagements, we 
work closely with our strategic partners, London-based global risk consultants 
Parker Fitzgerald. 

RISK
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HOW WE UNLOCK VALUE

Reviewing self-regulation in South Africa
Genesis was commissioned by the National Treasury to conduct a technical review of the 

effectiveness of the SRO (self-regulatory organisation) model in South African financial 

markets. This was in the context of the move toward a Twin Peaks regulatory framework. 

The findings of the report informed the regulatory changes that were considered under 

Twin Peaks.

Feasibility study for voluntary debt mediation service 
The Banking Association of South Africa asked Genesis to design a voluntary industry-led 

intervention to complement the statutory debt-counselling service established under the 

National Credit Act. We developed a model that enhanced the relief and rehabilitation 

offered to consumers, improve delinquent recovery rates and lower recovery costs.

Moving the Kenyan financial industry towards maturity
Working with our partner, Bourse Consult, we played a central role in developing the 

national Capital Market Master Plan to guide Kenya’s financial services sector development. 

The cost of regulation for the JSE
The JSE appointed Genesis to develop a cost-allocation model that defined its cost of 

regulation, for to each of the JSE’s markets. We developed a five-year costing model that 

reflected direct and indirect costs of regulating each market.

Impact of new regulation on an insurer
Our client, a large South African insurer, needed a review of the unfolding Twin Peaks 

model, as well as the resulting changes to the country’s overall regulatory architecture. 

We also provided advice on the likely scope of Twin Peaks and an indication of the early 

implications that regulatory restructuring might have on the business and on the long-

term insurance industry as a whole.

FOR MORE INFO & CREDENTIALS >

WE HAVE EXPERTISE IN

REGULATORY IMPACT ASSESSMENT
We understand and identify the impact of regulation and policy on 

individual businesses, entire markets and competition within markets. Our 

offer is strategic: to review regulation and policy, develop insight into how 

each might affect the trajectory of industry participants and to develop 

scenarios of impact that inform our clients’ choices

REGULATORY DEVELOPMENT 
AND ENGAGEMENT SUPPORT
The complexity of the financial sector requires significant engagement 

between the public and the private sector. Genesis’s offer to financial 

institutions and regulators alike is the provision of targeted research, 

impact analysis, stakeholder management and strategic support that 

assists in decision-making and in the engagement.

As a leading provider of regulatory economics advice, Genesis has 

significant expertise ranging from advising on policy questions 

to the technical aspects of financial regulation. We offer the 

full spectrum of expert economic and regulatory expertise to 

governments, regulators and private firms across Africa.
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We are here to help YOU make better decisions

Our team is well qualified. The founding partner, Richard Ketley, 
and the management team have more than 50 years of experience. 

Some of our qualifications include:
Masters of Science in Economics | BCom Honours, Financial Analysis & Portfolio Management
Masters of Arts in Research Psychology | Masters of Business Administration | B.Bus.Sci Honours 
with Majors in Economic, Statistics and Marketing | Masters Degree in Economics | Fellow of the 
Institute and Faculty of Actuaries

OUR TEAM 

RICHARD KETLEY
Managing Partner
richardk@genesis-analytics.com

LAURA LLEWELLYN-JONES
Actuarial Specialist
lauralj@genesis-analytics.com

CHIDINMA LAWANSON
Lead Consultant (Nigeria)
chidinmal@genesis-analytics.com

VLAD LAKČEVIĆ
Manager
vladl@genesis-analytics.com

BAVANI NAIDOO
Principal
bavanin@genesis-analytics.com

JAMES BERNSTEIN
Risk Management
jamesb@genesis-analytics.com

ANNETTE MAHLANGU
Business Development
annettem@genesis-analytics.com

MAURO MELA
Principal
maurom@genesis-analytics.com
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